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The Gr€uneisen parameter is evaluated for three-dimensional Yukawa systems in the strongly coupled
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I. INTRODUCTION
An equation of state (EoS) in the form of a relation
between the pressure and the internal energy of a substance
(often referred to as the Gr€uneisen or Mie-Gr€uneisen equa-
tion) has been proven to be very useful in describing con-
densed matter under extreme conditions. Central to this form
of EoS is the Gr€uneisen parameter, whose thermodynamic
definition is1,2
cG ¼ V
@P=@Tð ÞV
@E=@Tð ÞV
¼ V
CV
@P
@T
 
V
; (1)
where V is the system volume, P is the pressure, T is the tem-
perature, E is the internal energy, and CV ¼ ð@E=@TÞV is the
specific heat at a constant volume. Under the assumption that
cG is independent of P and E, one can write
1,3
PV ¼ cGðqÞEþ CðqÞV; (2)
where CðqÞ is the “cold pressure,” which depends only on
the density q ¼ N=V.
The Gr€uneisen parameter depends considerably on the
substance in question as well as on the thermodynamic con-
ditions (location in the corresponding phase diagram). In
most metals and dielectrics in the solid phase, cG is in the
range of ’ 1 to ’ 4.1 For fluids, it is usually somewhat
smaller, typically ranging from ’ 0:2 to ’ 2.1 The focus of
this paper is on Yukawa model systems, which are often
applied as a first approximation to complex (dusty) plasmas,
representing a collection of highly charged particles
immersed in a neutralizing environment.4–9 In the context of
complex plasmas, the Gr€unesein parameter can be useful in
describing shock wave phenomena observed in various com-
plex plasma experiments.10–15 Therefore, it is desirable to
have a practical approach allowing us to estimate the
Gr€uneisen parameter and related quantities under different
experimental conditions (an attempt to estimate cG has been
previously reported in Ref. 15). In this paper, we evaluate
the Gr€uneisen parameter for strongly coupled three-
dimensional (3D) one-component Yukawa systems.
To be precise, Yukawa systems studied in this work rep-
resent a collection of point-like charged particles, which
interact via the pairwise repulsive potential of the form
VðrÞ ¼ ðQ2=rÞ expðr=kÞ; (3)
where Q is the particle charge (assumed constant), k is the
screening length, and r is the distance between a pair of par-
ticles. Thermodynamics of the considered Yukawa systems
is fully characterized by the two dimensionless parameters.
The first is the coupling parameter, C ¼ Q2=aT, where
a ¼ ð4pq=3Þ1=3 is the characteristic interparticle separation
(Wigner-Seitz radius) and T is the temperature (in energy
units). The second is the screening parameter, j ¼ a=k. In
the limit j! 0, the interaction potential tends to the
unscreened Coulomb form, and Yukawa systems approach
to the one-component-plasma (OCP).16 Note, however, that
in the OCP limit, a uniform neutralizing background should
be applied to keep the thermodynamic quantities finite. The
thermodynamic properties of Yukawa systems received con-
siderable attention. In particular, accurate data for the inter-
nal energy and compressibility obtained using Monte Carlo
(MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) numerical simulations
have been tabulated for a wide (but discrete) range of state
variables C and j.17–21 Various integral theory approaches to
the equation of state have also been used to describe strongly
coupled Yukawa systems.22–24 Recently, a shortest-graph
method has been applied to accurately describe the thermo-
dynamics of Yukawa crystals.25,26
Simple and reliable analytical expressions for the energy
and pressure of strongly coupled Yukawa fluids have been pro-
posed in Refs. 27 and 28. These expressions are based on the
Rosenfeld-Tarazona (RT) scaling29,30 of the thermal compo-
nent of the excess internal energy when approaching the freez-
ing transition. These expressions demonstrate relatively good
accuracy27,28 and are very convenient for practical applica-
tions. In this paper, they are employed to estimate the
Gr€uneisen parameter of strongly coupled 3D Yukawa fluids. In
this way, very simple analytical expressions are obtained and
analysed.
II. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
The total system energy E and pressure P are the sums of
kinetic and potential contributions. For 3D systems, we can
write
E ¼ 3
2
NT þ U ¼ 3
2
NT þ NTuex; (4)
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PV ¼ NT þW ¼ NT þ NTpex; (5)
where U is the potential energy, and W is the configurational
contribution to the pressure or virial. These are expressed in
terms of conventional reduced (dimensionless) excess energy
uex and excess pressure pex, respectively.
It should now be briefly reminded how the excess
energy uex and pressure pex of one-component Yukawa fluids
can be evaluated. We only provide the expressions required
in subsequent calculations; further details can be found in
Refs. 27, 28, and 31. The reduced excess energy of a strongly
coupled Yukawa fluid can be approximated with a good
accuracy by the following expression
uex ¼ MfCþ dðC=CmÞ2=5: (6)
Here, the first term corresponds to the static energy contribu-
tion within the ion sphere model (ISM).30,32 The quantity Mf
is referred to as the fluidMadelung constant30 and is given by
Mf jð Þ ¼ j jþ 1
ð Þ
jþ 1ð Þ þ j 1ð Þe2j : (7)
The second term in Eq. (6) is the thermal contribution to the
excess energy, which scales universally with respect to
C=Cm, where Cm is the coupling parameter at the fluid-solid
(freezing) phase transition. This scaling holds for various
soft repulsive particle systems, including the present case of
Yukawa repulsion, provided that the screening is not too
strong.30 Regarding the dependence CmðjÞ, it can be well
described by a simple approximation33,34
Cm jð Þ ’ 172 exp ajð Þ
1þ ajþ 1
2
a2j2
; (8)
where the constant a ¼ ð4p=3Þ1=3 ’ 1:612 is the ratio of the
mean interparticle distance D ¼ q1=3 to the Wigner-Seitz
radius a. The value of the constant d in Eq. (6) is d ¼ 3:1, as
suggested in Ref. 28.
Using this approximation for the excess energy, the
reduced pressure can be readily obtained as27
pex ¼ p0 þ d
3
C
Cm
 2=5
fZ ajð Þ: (9)
Here, p0 is the static component of the pressure (associated
with the static component of the internal energy)
p0 ¼ j
4C
6 jcosh jð Þ  sinh jð Þ½ 2 ; (10)
and the function fZ is defined as
fZ xð Þ ¼ 2þ 2xþ x
2 þ x3
2þ 2xþ x2 : (11)
The model described using Eqs. (6)–(11) demonstrated excel-
lent performance27,28 in the regime j 5 and C=Cm 0:1,
which will be considered in this work.
III. RELATIONS BETWEEN PRESSURE AND ENERGY
A. Excess pressure-to-energy ratio
Using the approximation of Eqs. (6)–(11), important
relationships between the pressure and the internal energy of
Yukawa fluids can be investigated. We start with evaluating
simply the ratio of the virial W to the potential energy U,
which is equal to the ratio pex=uex. This ratio has been previ-
ously evaluated for 2D Yukawa fluids.35,36 The calculation
for 3D Yukawa fluids, using the thermodynamic functions
described above, is presented in Figure 1. We note that the
excess pressure-to-excess energy ratio is not very sensitive
to the reduced coupling parameter C=Cm. On the other hand,
the ratio exhibits a strong dependence on the screening
parameter j (it increases with j).
B. OCP limit
An important observation in Fig. 1 is that pex=uex ! 1
as j! 0. At first glance, this seems perhaps to be counter-
intuitive because one would naturally expect pex=uex ¼ 1=3
as in the OCP limit in 3D. We remind that for inverse-
power-law (IPL) interactions of the form VðrÞ / rn in 3D,
a general relationship pex ¼ n3 uex holds (n is referred to as
the IPL exponent). The difference should be attributed to the
presence of the uniform neutralizing background in the OCP
limit, which is absent in one-component Yukawa systems.
Let us prove this mathematically. In the limit of very soft
interaction, the energy and pressure at strong coupling
(C 1) are dominated by their static contributions. The
series expansion of the fluid Madelung energy [Eq. (7)]
and the corresponding static pressure [Eq. (10)] in the limit
j! 0 yield
Mf jð ÞC ’  9C
10
þ jC
2
þ 3C
2j2
þO j2Cð Þ
and
p0 jð Þ ’  3C
10
þ 3C
2j2
þO j2Cð Þ:
In the absence of explicit thermodynamic contribution from
the neutralizing medium (that is for one-component Yukawa
FIG. 1. Plot of the ratio of the excess pressure to the excess energy, pex=uex,
on the plane of Yukawa system state variables j and C=Cm.
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systems), both Mf and p0 are divergent at j! 0, but their
ratio remains finite, and we have pex=uex ¼ 1. The contribu-
tion from the neutralizing medium to the excess energy (in
the linear approximation) is27,37
um ¼  3C
2j2
 jC
2
:
Similarly, the contribution of the neutralizing medium to the
excess pressure is27
pm ¼  3C
2j2
:
Adding these contributions, we get the familiar results for the
OCP within the ISM model: uex ’  910C and p0 ’  310C,
which implies pex=uex ¼ 1=3. This consideration demon-
strates that Yukawa systems in the limit j! 0 are not fully
equivalent to the Coulomb (OCP) systems with the neutraliz-
ing background. Similar observation has recently been
reported in relation to 2D Yukawa fluids.36
C. Density scaling exponent
Let us now consider the correlations between configura-
tional components of energy U and pressure W in more
detail. The density scaling exponent can be defined as3
c ¼ @W=@Tð ÞV
@U=@Tð ÞV
: (12)
Substituting W and U and making use of the identity
T=@T ¼ C=@C, the density scaling exponent becomes
c ¼ pex  C @pex=@Cð Þ
uex  C @uex=@Cð Þ : (13)
When substituting expressions for uex and pex into Eq. (13),
the terms linear in C will cancel out and a very simple result
is obtained
c ¼ 1
3
fZ ajð Þ: (14)
This simple expression agrees with the expected behaviour.
In the limit j! 0, we get the expected OCP limiting value
c ¼ 1=3, corresponding to the unscreened Coulomb interac-
tion. For the “Veldhorst state point” with j ¼ 4:30 and
C ¼ 4336:3 (using the definitions of j and C adopted in our
paper), Eq. (13) yields c ¼ 2:07 in good agreement with the
result obtained from a direct MD simulation,38 c ¼ 2:12.
Let us also consider another possible derivation of the
density scaling exponent c. For an arbitrary potential V(r), an
effective IPL exponent (or an inverse effective softness
parameter) can be introduced using the ratios of derivatives
of the potential,38,39
n
pð Þ
eff ¼ D
V pþ1ð Þ Dð Þ
V pð Þ Dð Þ  p; (15)
where VðpÞ is the p-th derivative of the potential, and D char-
acterizes the mean separation between the particles. For IPL
potentials, VðrÞ / rn, we get nðpÞeff  n for any p and D.
Moreover, for IPL potentials, the density scaling exponent is
trivially related to n: c ¼ n=3 (in 3D). For other potentials,
the effective IPL exponent will generally depend on p
and also on the exact definition of D. Previously, relations
D ¼ q1=3 with p¼ 0 and p¼ 1 were used to identify univer-
salities in melting and freezing curves of various simple sys-
tems (Yukawa, IPL, Lennard-Jones, generalized Lennard-
Jones, Gaussian Core Model, etc.).40,41 It was, however,
argued that the choice p¼ 2 is more physically justified.38,39
Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that, for the Yukawa
potential, Eq. (15) with p¼ 2 yields nð2Þeff ¼ fZðajÞ, that is
c ¼ nð2Þeff =3, similar to the conventional IPL result. Thus,
identical results for the density scaling exponent c can be
obtained using the two seemingly very different routes: (i)
thermodynamic approach based on explicit knowledge of the
system pressure and internal energy and (ii) effective IPL
exponent consideration, which operates only with the third
and second derivatives of the interaction potential evaluated
at the mean interparticle separation. An interesting related
question, whether this is a special property of the Yukawa
interaction or perhaps a more general result, requires careful
consideration and will not be discussed here.
D. Gr€uneisen parameter
Because the density scaling exponent does not depend
on the temperature, the Gr€uneisen parameter can be easily
expressed using c as
cG ¼
1
cV
1þ c cV  3=2ð Þ½ ; (16)
where cV ¼ CV=N is the reduced heat capacity at a constant
volume. The derivation is straightforward, for details see,
e.g., Ref. 42.
The Gr€uneisen parameter evaluated using Eq. (16) is
plotted in Figure 2. Clearly, cG is not independent of temper-
ature. Let us discuss the main trends observed. In the limit of
very weak coupling (ideal gas limit), we have cV ¼ 3=2 and
hence cG ¼ 2=3, as expected for the ideal gas in 3D.1 As the
coupling becomes stronger, we can apply the RT scaling to
get cV ’ 3=2þ ð3d=5ÞðC=CmÞ2=5. Assuming that the ideal
gas contribution to cV exceeds that due to strong coupling
FIG. 2. Plot of the Gr€uneisen gamma parameter, cG, on the plane (j, C=Cm).
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effects (this is justified for C 0:5Cm), the following esti-
mate is obtained
cG ’
2
3
þ 6c 4
15
d
C
Cm
 2=5
:
This expression indicates that cG can either increase or
decrease compared to the ideal gas value of 2/3. The bifurca-
tion occurs at c ¼ 2=3, that is, at j ’ 1:4 for Yukawa sys-
tems. This behaviour is further illustrated in Fig. 3, which
shows the dependence of cG on the reduced coupling
strength C=Cm [calculated from Eq. (16)] for four different
screening parameters. In particular, Fig. 3 shows the exis-
tence of a range of screening parameters near the transitional
value j ’ 1:4, where the Gr€uneisen parameter remains close
to its ideal-gas value even in the strongly coupled regime.
For j 1:4, the Gr€uneisen parameter increases with cou-
pling, and for j 1:4, the tendency is opposite.
On approaching the fluid-solid phase transition from the
fluid side, cV reaches values slightly above 3.
43 In the OCP
limit, the accurate analytical EoS44 predicts cV ’ 3:4.45 The
same estimate is obtained using the RT scaling (with
d ¼ 3:1, as adopted here). This corresponds to the following
approximation of cG for 3D Yukawa melts:
cmG ’ 0:56cþ 0:29: (17)
The minimum value of cmG ’ 0:48 is obtained in the OCP
limit with j! 0 and c! 1=3. As j increases, the density
scaling exponent also increases monotonously and so does
the Gr€uneisen parameter, see Fig. 3. Finally, deep into the
solid phase, the harmonic approximation is appropriate, and
we have cV ’ 3 (Dulong-Petit law). In this regime,
csG ’ c=2þ 1=3, comparable to the result for Yukawa melt,
Eq. (17).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, simple analytical expressions for the den-
sity scaling exponent and the Gr€uneisen parameter of
strongly coupled Yukawa fluids in three dimensions have
been derived and analysed. It turns out that identical results
for the density scaling exponent c can be obtained using the
thermodynamic approach (based on explicit knowledge of
the system pressure and internal energy) as well as from an
effective IPL exponent consideration (which requires only
the third and second derivatives of the interaction potential,
evaluated at the mean interparticle separation).
The Gr€uneisen parameter evaluated here can potentially
be useful in the context of shock-wave experiments in com-
plex (dusty) plasmas. It appears in the expressions relating the
pressure and density jumps across a shock wave front (known
as Hugoniot equations). For a relevant example of experimen-
tal analysis and previous estimate of the Gr€uneisen gamma,
the reader is referred to Ref. 15.
The results obtained here can be useful, provided that (i)
shock-waves are excited in three dimensional particle clouds,
(ii) the Yukawa potential is a reasonable representation of
the actual interactions between the charged particles under
these conditions, (iii) there is no or weak dependence of par-
ticle charge on particle density (in the theory described here,
the particle charge is constant), and (iv) the screening length
is not very much smaller compared to the mean interparticle
separation. These conditions can (at least partially) be met in
complex plasma experiments in microgravity conditions,
e.g., in the PK 4 laboratory, currently operational onboard
the International Space Station.
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